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Schools face a critical teacher
shortage in U.S.A. and Canada

Schools are opening soon in a
matter of days even though there is an
acute teacher shortage both in the
U.S. and Candaa.
Teacher demand exceeded
supply for grades K-12 in the country's
public schools by more than 100,000 in
2019 for the first time ever, according to
the Learning Policy Institute, a
Washington-based education policy
think tank that has extensively studied
the causes and effects of the teacher
shortage. The projected number of
retirements and pandemic and
burnout-related exits from the field in
coming years far exceeds the declining
number of students pursuing teaching
preparation programs. Since 2010, the
amount that demand for teachers has
exceeded supply has approximately
quadrupled, according to LPI research.
More than 270,000 public school
teachers are projected to leave the
profession between 2016 and 2026,
according to government data, and
recent polling by a prominent national
teachers union showed that nearly 1 in
3 teachers said Covid-19 has made
them more likely to resign or retire
early.
Burnout continues to be a
driving force behind a nationwide
teacher exodus that has left the

Unemployment among first-year teaching graduates in Ontario is at six
per cent in 2020 compared with 16 per cent in 2016.

industry with roughly a half-million
fewer teachers. But COVID-19 has only
exacerbated a nationwide shortage
that is decades in the making.
School staff have felt the acute
challenges of pandemic-era learning
for nearly two years. Periodic
transitions between hybrid learning
models and navigating myriad COVID19 mitigation guidelines all while
dealing
with
ever-increasing
expectations has pushed many to the
career brink and even out the door.
The staffing crisis has permeated all

levels of the profession, creating
vacancies in nearly all capacities. This
is nothing new, according to the
National Education Association’s
(NEA) President Becky Pringle, who
said in February the current exodus
represents a “five-alarm crisis.”
Pringle added that a way to
shore up staffing shortages would be
to treat educators with more respect for
their profession.
“That means paying educators
like the professionals they are,
ensuring that their students can get the

mental health support they need,
protecting them from COVID, and
addressing the staff shortages so our
educators can do what they do best –
helping every student thrive,” she said.
A recent NEA survey found
that 55 percent of educators —
regardless of age or years at the
chalkboard — planned to leave the
profession earlier than expected due to
pandemic-related stress, with 91
percent of respondents saying stress
from the pandemic is a “serious
problem.”
Around
96
percent
of
educators participating in the survey
supported increasing teacher salaries
as a way to combat burnout.
Yet
the
current
staffing
crisis
is
compounded by a massive decline in
undergraduate degrees in teacher
education
programs,
low
pay,
expanded opportunities for women and
lack of teaching degrees in STEM
fields. A recent report from the
American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education (AACTE) shows that
education degrees peaked at more than
200,000 per year in the 1970s. Fewer
than 90,000 were awarded in 2019. This
decline has corresponded with a rise in
degrees conferred in other major fields
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Deal freeing Catholic entities from $25M
campaign for residential schools released

Sephanie Taylor
The Canadian Press Staff
Published Aug. 20, 2022 OTTAWA Canada agreed to "forever
discharge" Catholic entities from their
promise to raise $25 million for
residential school survivors and also
picked up their legal bill, a final release
document shows.
The Canadian Press obtained
a signed copy of the 2015 agreement
through federal Access-to-Information
laws, marking what appears to be the
first time the document has been
widely publicized.
"That's a very, very important
set of records," said Ry Moran, an
associate librarian at the University of
Victoria and founding director of the
National Centre for Truth and
Reconciliation.
Like all questions around
accountability -- the question is who
made the decision? How was that

Minister of Crown-Indigenous Relations Marc Miller speaks during an
announcement that Kimberly Murray will be the Independent Special Interlocutor
for Missing Children and Unmarked Graves and Burial Sites associated with
Indian Residential Schools, at a news conference in Ottawa, on Wednesday, June
8, 2022. THE CANADIAN PRESS/Justin Tang

decision made? Who ultimately signed
off on this?"
Indigenous leaders and legal
experts have long questioned why

Ottawa opted to give up an appeal of a
court decision that meant Catholic
entities didn't have to pay their
remaining financial obligations under

the historic Indian Residential School
Settlement Agreement.
The actions of the Catholic
groups involved -- and by extension,
the Catholic Church as an institution -as well as Ottawa, have been under
renewed scrutiny since the uncovering
of what are believed to be hundreds of
unmarked graves at former residential
school sites, which First Nations began
announcing last year.
The dispute in question arose
years before and culminated in a court
decision handed down by a
Saskatchewan judge in July 2015.
The
residential
schools
settlement obligated the 48 Catholic
entities involved to pay $79 million,
which was broken into three parts,
including making "best efforts" to raise
$25 million for residential school
survivors.
See Page 8
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The impact of Critical Race
Theory on politics and
education
Zenaida Ferry Kharroubi
today?

Does racism exist in our society

This question does not have a
clear answer as can be gleaned from
various literature about the Critical Race
Theory known as CRT that attempts to
explain racism. It is currently a hotbutton issue in politics and education.
But it is a wonder if anyone completely
understands what it is and how its ideas
should be applied in the schools’
curriculum and in government policies.
From my review of the literature, I gather
the impression that there are merits as
well as flaws in the adoption of the ideas
reflected in this theory. I have learned
that for any theory or new concept, there
will
always
be
dangers
of
misinterpretations
and
serious
disagreements leading to extremism,
polarization or divisions.
To
begin
with
the
understanding of the theory, I think it is
best to start from its academic definition
and brief historical origin. I also want to
cite events leading to the controversies
reported in various news articles.
The theory emerged in the mid1970s at Harvard University and other
U.S.
campuses,
as
academics
concluded that advances brought about
by the civil rights movement had stalled
and new thinking was needed to
combat “subtler forms of racism,”
according to a leading primer on the

topic by professors Richard Delgado
and Jean Stefancic. It is also defined in
the Education Magazine that “... it is a
social construct, and that racism is not
merely the product of individual bias or
prejudice,
but
also
something
embedded in legal systems and
policies.” CRT scholars typically focus
on both the evidence and the origins of
racism in American culture, seeking to
eradicate it at its roots. Another writer
offers further explanation that CRT
should be considered “a framework, it
asks teachers to use equitable
approaches to curriculum, policy and
structures in schools and school
boards. For example, K-12 curriculum
that is viewed through a CRT lens
provides historical contexts and
explains
how
history
informs
contemporary
social,
political,
economic, cultural situations and
issues.” Closely connected to such
fields as philosophy, history, sociology,
and law, CRT scholarship traces racism
in America through the nation’s legacy
of slavery, the Civil Rights Movement,
and other events.
CRT first gained mainstream
attention and controversy in 1993 when
President Bill Clinton nominated legal
scholar Lani Guinier to lead the Justice
Department’s Civil Rights Division, and
opponents pounced on some of her
earlier legal writings employing CRT.
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Clinton
ultimately
withdrew
the
nomination. The theory again entered
the spotlight after the May 2020 police
murder of George Floyd and
subsequent protests and national
debate about racism in policing and in
the U.S. at large.
In July 2020, CRT became an
object of fierce criticisms and backlash,
labelling it as “indoctrination and cult
programming,” when Christopher Rufo,
an activist who wrote for the Manhattan
Institute, a conservative think tank,
published an article alleging that Seattle
city employees had been subjected to
what he called “Whites-only” training
inducting them “into the cult of critical
race theory.” Rufo, whose article was
widely shared online, was referring to a
new set of voluntary courses adopted in
response to Floyd’s murder run by
Seattle’s Office of Civil Rights, which
had been conducting racial bias
sessions for at least a decade. Other
critics say that it’s designed to force
White people to feel guilty about their
race. After Rufo called for a ban on CRT
training in the federal government, the
administration of then-President Donald
Trump instructed federal agencies to
end racial sensitivity training that
involved discussions of critical race
theory, “white privilege,” or what it called
“divisive, anti-American propaganda.”
Since the Black Lives Matter
protests of 2020, the theory has become
grossly distorted, says political scientist
Andy Knight, mostly by those on the
political right who suffer from what some
call “white fragility.” Recent news
reports indicated that many states have
moved to ban the curriculum from
public schools, with 32 states
introducing some form of legislation
aimed at limiting its application.
In Canada the concepts have
sparked minimal controversy, and little
discussion among the broader public.
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Sujith Xavier, a law professor at the
University of Windsor who applies CRT
in his research, argues that Canadians
have in a way long been exposed to the
pillars underpinning critical race theory.
He noted that there are policies like
employment equity and the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms’ equality section
— which expressly permits affirmative
action programs — respond to the
concerns of critical-race theorists and
have been part of Canadian law and
even the constitution for years. But
lately, some Canadian parents and
educators have started to voice their
concerns as they claim that they do not
wish the children to feel guilty about
their race of being “white” and to be
called “colonizers.”
Evidently, there are opposing
views in the acceptance of the theory in
both politics and education. However, it
is also credited with the progress
achieved in changing policies to meet
the needs of an evolving society
although it is taking centuries to reach
our goal of equality.
Considering both sides of the
argument, however, it is still important to
maintain a rational discussion and
exchange of ideas. As Richard Delgado
and Jean Stefancic explain in their
introduction to the third edition of
Critical Race Theory: The Cutting Edge,
“Our social world, with its rules,
practices, and assignments of prestige
and power, is not fixed; rather, we
construct with it words, stories and
silence. But we need not acquiesce in
arrangements that are unfair and onesided. By writing and speaking against
them, we may hope to contribute to a
better, fairer world.” #
“Justice will not be served until
those who are unaffected are as
outraged as those who are.”
Benjamin Franklin
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Stephanie Valenzuela posted this photo on Facebook regarding the
distribution of bikes to children at the Park Martin Luther King by
Velorution CDN, a non-profit organization on August 14, 2022.

The bikes were given on
August 14 at Martin Luther King Park.
There were about 40 bikes given along
with a helmet and a lock - they were all
free. Parents signed up to receive a
free bike either through the
organization itself Velorution CDNNDG or through another family
organization located at 6767 Cote des

Neiges called Baobab familiale.
The organization Velorution
CDN-NDG is a non profit organization
that collects old bikes and refurbishes
them. They tailor them to size of the
recipient of the bike.
Information from
Stephanie Valenzuela
Councilor, Darlington

August 2022
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Pista sa Nayon, the "Joie de Vivre" of Filipino identity
VIEWS AND
church-oriented celebration
built of the Philippines) pastor of Notre by the introduction of the Hermanos
around the saints, the Blessed Mother Dame des Philippines Catholic Mission and Hermanas Mayores.
PERSPECTIVES and other established religious officiated the Holy Mass and officially
For sports, the volleyball and

Alvin Thomas Dahan Veloso
The Pista sa Nayon celebrated
in Montreal on Sunday, July 24, 2022,
is the most awaited social event that
ranks
next in importance to the
Philippine Independence Day. It's the
party time for all, regardless of social
status, age, creed, and political
affiliations; the time to escape from the
doldrums of daily life.
Visitors from all walks of life
came to share and enjoy the 'viva’
exaltation of the Filipino culture - to
meet other kababayans and make new
friends.
The Pista sa Nayon was once
a pre-Hispanic harvest festival of
thanksgiving, transformed into a
religious civic celebration that people
observed annually. It started as a

holidays which blended with civic
festivities after the Philippines had
gained independent statehood from
Spain and the United States.
Reportedly, the Philippine
Association of Montreal and Suburbs,
a.k.a. FAMAS initiated the festivity on
July 19, 2015 to bring together people
of Filipino descent to celebrate and
display the best in the Filipino culture
through food, arts and crafts,
entertainment and sports.
The tradition has continued
with the new administration led by its
energetic and visionary president,
Romeo Remegio, vice-presidents
Dante Tabamo, Mercy Sia and fully
endorsed by the executive board. The
festivity was attended by
the
Philippine Embassy Deputy Chief of
Mission, Francisco Noel Fernandez;
the first Filipina councilor Stephanie
Valenzuela for Montreal Darlington
District; Snowdon District Councilor
Sonny Moroz; Côte-des-Neiges-NotreDame-de Grâce Borough Mayor
Gracia Kasoki Katahwa;
former
Montreal Council member,
now
National Director, League for Human
Rights of B’nai Brith, Marvin Rotrand;
Member of Parliament for Mount Royal,
Anthony Housefather, represented by
Ms. Chelsea Craig.
As a community of faith, many
of whom are Catholics, Fr. Roberto
Ruben Elago, M.S.P. (Mission Society

opened
the festivity. Music was
provided mostly by members of the

chess clubs organized competition
games. Other repertoires included folk

Fr. Ruben Elago, M.S.P. with Holy Communion ministers. L-R: Erminia de
la Cruz, Perla Ortizo, Dong Laus, Felimon Tadeo, Luzviminda Minon,
Linda Ballares, and Fely Mangubat.

mission choir headed by Mhario Balan
and joined by other members of the
Filipino community
Activities were organized by
different groups. The Panday Tinig
Choral Ensemble conducted by Paul
Imperial with Edith Fedalizo on the
piano sang the National Anthems of
the Philippines and Canada followed

www.filipinostar.org

dancing, crowning of Mutya ng Pista
sa Nayon, Silent Seizure Band, line
dancing and other performances. In
the background were booths of food
vendors specializing in Filipino cuisine,
business organizations, insurance
companies and others trying to attract
new clients.

See Page 4
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From Page 3 Pista sa Nayon
Over-all, it was a fun-filled and
successful Pista sa Nayon 2022.
Everybody
worked
hard
amid
pandemic limitations and despite the
brief electrical faux pas that delayed
the festivity, the time spent at the park
chatting with fellow kababayans and
friends was worthwhile
With the passage of time, the
initial Pista sa Nayon had however lost
its luster. Gone were beauty contests,
parades, carnival fairs, free food,
beach swimming and sports contests.
To temper down the
hoopla,
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the spirit of “joie de vivre” to reconnect
with the old country, show loyalty and
patriotism to the “patria adorada,” the
Philippines, “la perla de los mares del
oriente.”
To some degree, Pista sa
Nayon was a hallmark of the Filipino
image, imbued with traits as valueoriented, deeply religious, respectful,
courteous,
strong
family
ties,
hospitable, generous, helpful and
friendly, but falls short to define in
precise terms the distinct core qualities
of Pinoys.
The Filipino personality is a

FAMAS Board 2021-2023 (L-R) M. Supan, Spec. Proj.; C. Cuison,Youth, Sports; I. de la
Piedra, Accountant; E. Rosete, Auditor; L, Penullar, Treas.; D. Tabamo,VP External; R.
Remegio, Pres.; M. Sia., VP Internal; L.Baldelovar, Sec.; R. Trinidad, Educ. Soc. Cultural;
A. Amano, Outreach; G. Lasaten, Membership, F. Bernabe Jr., PRO.

authorities reclassified the events as
mere memorials and pious devotions
to cut costs.
Abroad,
Filipinos
were
undeterred by the changes and kept

From Page 1
Teacher shortage
of study. AACTE’s report also attributes
the drop in teaching degrees to growing
opportunities for women in other
professions. Thirty-six percent of all
bachelor’s degrees earned by women in
1970-71 were in education. But only 6
percent of bachelor’s degrees awarded
to women in 2018-19 were in the
education field.
“The fact is teachers aren’t paid
adequately—and everybody knows it,
and everybody talks about it,” Cameo
Kendrick, chair of the NEA Aspiring
Educators, said in NEA Today. “These
financial barriers are significant,
especially as more non-traditional
students
consider
[careers
in]
education. Like me, they have families
and other responsibilities,” Kendrick
added.
Staff shortages and burnout
have left school districts scrambling for
ways to retain their staff, with some
considering moving to four days of inclass instruction per week to minimize
the fallout.
A Texas school board voted
unanimously last month to shorten the
school week to four days and to offer
$3,000 retention bonuses to teachers
and $1,500 to staff — each to be paid in
three installments. Funding will be drawn
from Elementary and Secondary School
Emergency Relief Fund (ESSER) grants,
which are part of the federal CARES Act.
Jasper County Independent
School District Superintendent John
Seybold told ABC’s “Good Morning
America” the updated model was
prompted by long-term teacher burnout
that was made “more and more of an
issue” by the COVID-19 pandemic.

August 2022

multicultural mix of races, the epitome
of Spanish, American, European,
Arabic and Asian influences. Filipinos
are decent, educated and gifted,

Patriotic Pinoys displaying pride in their cultural heriage at
Pista sa Nayon 2022 held at the MacKenzie King Park, 7/24/22
Seventy percent of Filipinos
deserving respect, equal treatment
and a recognition that Filipinos are part speak English, the beneficiary of the
44 years of American regime requiring
of an evolving society.
Spain taught us how to speak students to speak and be educated in
and write Spanish which prompted the English which consequently underlate Enrique Zobel de Ayala, the mined the importance of Spanish as a
Spanish born-Filipino industrialist, to component of education.
After all the descriptions about
establish the Premio Zobel in 1929 to
preserve and promote the use of the the inherent traits and qualities of
Spanish language. "No quiero que el Filipinos, questions still remain on how
español muera en Filipinas" (I don't like to define a true Filipino identity in the
Spanish to die in the Philippines) Zobel context of its multicultural make-up
which the majority could reasonably
once wrote.
Spanish was the language of accept. Perhaps an essay about this
the courts, arts, laws, commerce, identity would be worth exploring in
education, the clergy, the elites and the future.
In the meantime, “Mabuhay”
spoken by heroes like Jose Rizal,
President Sergio Osmena Sr. as well to all. “Au revoir et à la prochaine!.”
o0o
as politicians and academicians.

To achieve its goal under the
“The four-day week kind of capable of different roles.
In 2013 first-year teacher current work shortage, Quebec will
makes it a little more manageable for
them because there’s so much pressure unemployment rate in Ontario dropped continue promoting the return of retired
placed on our teachers,” Seybold told significantly from 38% to a whopping teachers. This bonus led to the return of
the network. “As a school district, 17% by 2017. This wasn’t because jobs 700 retirees during the 2020-21 school
ultimately the best thing we can do for were being filled again and again but year. To favour the retention and
kids is put the best possible teacher in more because simply fewer students stability of personnel, Quebec will allow
were graduating with teaching and for part-time replacement contracts.
front of them every day,” he added.
One teacher out of five quits in
A similar problem exists in education degrees. By 2019 it was well
Canadian schools. In the past, teaching into the single digits, so a rapid decline the first five years, according to Yves de
and education have not been a in availability.
Repentigny, vice-president of the
profession that has been widely valued
In response to the teacher Fédération nationale des enseignantes
across the world, including forward- shortage, Quebec wants to recruit et enseignants du Québec-CSN, who
thinking Canada. However, now more 8,000 employees in the school system says resorting to retirees is only a shortthan ever, education is being prioritised, by 2026. This coming September, term solution.##
and the demand for teachers in Canada about 1,400 teaching posts need to be News condensed from various sources.
grows.
filled up.
There is a shortage of teachers
in multiple areas, with some of the Why did Bell media oust Lisa LaFlamme? Here’s
hardest-hit being British Columbia and what we know
Isabelle Docto, Aug. 18, 2022 - DH News
New Brunswick. More specifically, early
education has been hit the hardest with
the need for pre-school: Secondary
School, and Special Needs.
The effects of the shortage of
teachers have been devastating for
Canada. Despite the number of
children and applicants for schooling
increase, there is still a large void that
has yet to be filled. More likely than not
in the next one to three years, teaching
is projected to be the number one job
of the future, according to Global News
Canada.
Earlier this week, LaFlamme shocked and saddened by Bell Media’s
According to University Affairs, dropped a video on Twitter announcing decision.”
Canada in the early 2000’s all across that Bell Media had terminated her
Shortly after, Bell Media shared
the country of Canada was a glut of contract after 35 years at CTV.
a statement of its own, saying that it
students graduating with degrees in
“On June 29, I was informed made a “business decision” to move
education with the intent to teach from that Bell Media made a quote, ‘business CTV National News and the role of chief
early childhood education to the decision,’ to end my contract bringing to news anchor in a “different direction.”
higher-ups.
More importantly, the a sudden close my long career with CTV
Lisa Laflamme
degrees varied in vast backgrounds News,” the 58-year-old journalist said in See Page 5
making the graduates flexible and the video. “I was blindsided. And I’m still
www.filipinostar.org
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COVID-19 pandemic is still ‘raging,’ experts say. How
to stay safe heading into fall
The COVID-19 pandemic is not
over, experts warn, and they say that
Canadians should still take precautions
heading into the fall months to protect
themselves and the health-care system
against the virus and other seasonal
illnesses.
Raywat
Deonandan,
an
epidemiologist and associate professor
with the Faculty of Health Sciences at the
University of Ottawa, warns that the
COVID-19 pandemic is not yet over.
“The pandemic is raging around
as wildly as it has ever been,” Deonandan
told Global News.
“As well, with SARSCoV2

From Page 4

Lisa Laflamme

The media conglomerate also
revealed that Omar Sachedina would
replace LaFlamme at the national news
desk on September 5.
Canadians were shocked and
angered by LaFlamme’s unceremonious
departure, and Sachedina’s promotion
wasn’t received well by many viewers.
Since then numerous news
reports have detailed the underlying
reasons behind LaFlamme’s forced exit,
and what went down behind the scenes.
From clashes with a Bell Media
executive, to allegations of sexism and
ageism, to a long-known “culture of fear”
in the company, here’s what we know.
Late Monday night after
LaFlamme’s bombshell announcement,
Canadaland published an article with the
inside scoop on Bell Media’s vice
president of news, Michael Melling.
A high-level CTV National News
source told the media watchdog that the
veteran anchor butt heads with Melling
on two key issues: a dispute about CTV
News’ budget dedicated to covering
Russia’s war on Ukraine, and the
shuffling of LaFlamme’s executive
producer Rosa Hwang to local Toronto
newscast CP24.
The source told Canadaland
that LaFlamme wanted more resources
for Ukraine coverage than Melling was
willing to provide.
LaFlamme also stood up for
long-time CTV National News producer
Hwang when Melling tried to move her to
CP24.
He’s a company man,” the highlevel CTV source told Canadaland. “He

continuing to circulate worldwide, Canada
must prepare for renewed COVID-19
activity, including with potential new
variants in the months ahead,” wrote Tam.
“In particular, as part of readying ourselves
for the fall, with more people returning to
in-person work and children going back to
school, getting vaccinations up-to-date is a
top priority.”
Deonandan says the key concern
for now and the upcoming season is the
ability of Canada’s health-care system to
absorb patients’ needs.
Across Canada, hospitals and
health-care services are seeing high
patient volumes due to staffing shortages.

does not stand up for the journalists…
He doesn’t like it when women push
back and he brags about how he’s
destroyed careers of anyone who dares
push back.”
Melling took over for former
head of CTV News Wendy Freeman after
she stepped down last December.
He got his start as an editorial
assistant at BNN Bloomberg and climbed
the corporate ladder. His LinkedIn shows
that he went from being a CTV News
reporter
to
news
director
for
southwestern Ontario, and continued to
rise through the ranks.
Prior to Melling’s current
position, he was the general manager of
CTV News Toronto, CP24, and BNN
Bloomberg for one year.
Allegations of ageism and sexism
In another revealing detail, a
senior CTV source told The Globe and
Mail that Melling raised questions about
LaFlamme’s grey hair.
Melling, on the other hand, did
not seem to be pleased.
The source told The Globe that
Melling asked who approved the
decision to “let Lisa’s hair go grey”
during a meeting. The executive brought
up the issue again on set when he noted
it had a purple hue in the studio lighting.
Members of the media also
emphasized the role that ageism may
have played in this by comparing
LaFlamme’s age to that of other
legendary national news anchors.
Lloyd Robertson retired from
CTV National News at age 77, and Peter
Mansbridge retired from CBC National at
69. LaFlamme is decades away from her
peers’ retirement ages.#

Condensed news from report by
Heidee Lee, Global News posted August 20, 2022

This has resulted in longer wait times in
emergency rooms, a lack of ambulances
and even closure of some units.
By reducing the risk of COVID-19
infection, individuals can help health-care
workers alleviate stress on the system as
they struggle to keep up with demand, said
Deonandan.
COVID measures don’t have to be
perfect
Horacio Bach, a clinical assistant
professor in the division of infectious
diseases at the Faculty of Medicine at the
University of British Columbia, says he
thinks many now have the impression that
COVID-19 is over because provincial
governments have lifted some or most
restrictions.
“But we have to remember we’re
dealing with this virus that can spike at any
time,” said Bach. “We don’t know when
this is coming, so just take the same
precautions that we have when COVID-19
just started and follow the guidelines that
we have from the start.”
Bach said Canada could expect
an increase in cases during fall and winter
due to COVID-19 variants.
“These variants will infect the
person again, even if you’re vaccinated,”
said Bach. “Even if you got COVID-19
recently or a while ago, you will still be
infected because the antibodies that we
generated against the virus are the
antibodies against the original strain that
came into the end of 2019 beginning of
2020 and there is currently no vaccine
against the new Omicron virus.
“So the moment these new
variants appeared, they can escape the
immune system and it’s something natural

www.filipinostar.org

as part of the evolution of the virus,” said
Bach. “This is why the vaccines that we get
are not so effective to stop the infection.”
Bach suggested people should
even double mask to reduce the risk of
infection.
Deonandan says there is a
common misunderstanding that COVID
protocols have to be perfect.
“They don’t have to be perfect.
They have to be good and each good
layering of protection adds up to a greater
level of protection,” he said.
“So masks aren’t perfect, but
they’re good. Vaccination isn’t perfect, but
it’s good. Symptom checks definitely aren’t
perfect, but they’re good,” said
Deonandan.
“Doing all these things in coordination, you get extraordinarily good
protection.”
Bach said since the protection
that we have now or restrictions in place
are “not so strict,” the virus continues to
multiply.
“As the virus continues to multiply,
a new variant may pop everywhere, at any
time, at anyone,” said Bach.
With
many
returning
to
classrooms in September, Bach said
parents should vaccinate their kids
because schools are like incubators for
COVID-19.
Bach said in cases where the
child is immunocompromised or under
specific treatments again or some
diseases, parents should continue to mask
their children because it is the easiest way
everyone can be protected.#
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FIRST PERSON STORIES
In Silence, Acquire Your Voice

(Sa katahimikan, dinggin ang iyong sarili)

Pete Guidote
“By exploring the world of
before, we carry also within us the
world of after.” (Stephen Henighan)
At 84, or 4,368 weeks old, I
have lived slightly more than the
current average life expectancy of
4,000 weeks, according to Oliver
Burkeman in his book: Four thousand
weeks: time management for mortals.
Today, more than ever, to put my total
life-long experience and passage into
the adult world into words falls short of
a desired aim, namely, to find an
answer to this question: What has my
singular passage in time and space
been and is all about? Last 2021, I
made time (during the months of
mandated self-isolation imposed on the

world by Covid-19), I wrote my brief
memoir, broken up into 12 parts, to
summon up the answer to this question
as I went through each stage in my life.
With final draft done by January 2022, it
became clear to me that no matter how
carefully I line up the historical data or
how honestly I report the actual events
through which I have lived, the curtness
of the events do not by themselves tell
the story of my life. What do I mean?
The memoir was an amateurish attempt
- an encapsulated exploration - to trace
the path I chose to follow in life’s arc
that simply pegs my miniscule spot in a
point in time passing by. A life molded,
rather than discovered.
Language is too poor to
conjure up experience fully – it
disappoints when the events are happy
and it pains when they are not. To tell it
as it was is hard. Nonetheless, it was
important to bear witness and to
acknowledge the good, and there has
been plenty of that (care, unconditional love and affection) in all those
years, that I found in a life spent
exploring.
One thing that stands out now
in retrospect is that I have “moved” –
“travelled” -- to various “destinations”;
that is, I moved away from family, from
the home in Manila in my twenties, with
certain expectations, to come to
Toronto and then to Troy, N.Y. In my
thirties and forties, employed and

married, I travelled jointly with my wife,
Teresita (to the family: Lola, Mom, Tita)
on short vacations visiting one exotic
country after another, constantly
assimilating and learning, while
becoming a member of the mortgageand-diaper crowd in Peterborough,
Longueuil, and, finally, Brossard. And
upon our subsequent retirement together having then managed both
home and careers for a combined 60
years - welcomed the arrival of the five
grandchildren, now each approaching
their peak and gradually shaping their
individual destinies.
I believe we all know that the
events we experience, in their fullest,
deepest sense, escape the boundaries
of language, that no account of even
the smallest occurrence in our life can
do justice to what has taken place, and
that no memory, however intense, can
be identical to the thing remembered.
The closest approximations to a
truthful version of our reality can be
found in the stories we are able to
construct. My memoir, for one, is a
record of my experience of the world,
of others, and of myself. Recalling
those years helped me cope with
Covid-19-imposed
incarceration,
offered consolation, illumination, and
showed a way out of incipient anxiety.
Throughout the writing exercise, my
explorations of the past suggested
ways of imagining an achievable future
devoid of calamities and ceded
reasons for remaining alive, together,
on this much-abused earth.
I shall lay down this challenge
to you: it is your turn to record your
insights, tales of your having come far
from home, of the human experiences
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encountered having located yourself
and family in a bewildering new place.
Write in any language, in any dialect.
Own your story, own an identity.
The stories in my memoir
unveiled an awareness that my world
of before carried also within the world
of after; in other words, my youthful self
was a self on the way, a self in the
midst of its passage to adulthood, and
that same self now has an identity of its
own for I have my own story.
“In an encounter with divine
reality, we do not hear a voice, but
acquire a voice, and the voice we hear
would be our own.” (James P. Carse*)
How does one encounter that
divine reality? Through silence.
“Silence is the essential condition of
the soul.
Becoming silent is not,
therefore, something we achieve but a
return to what we already are. Be who
you are and practice the art of being
who you are.” (Carse)
“Be silent,” Rumi said, “and
practice the art of silence.”
One day, in quietude, hear
your own voice with the words to write
your story (your bildungsroman).
“It is our attitude at the
beginning of a difficult task, more than
anything else, which will affect its
successful outcome.” (William James)
“In all beginnings dwells a
magic force for guiding us and helping
us to live.” (Herman Hesse)
________________________________

*Carse, James P.
Breakfast at the
Victory, The Mysticism of Ordinary
Experience, Harper Collins 1994
o0o

Ang pagbabago sa buhay at mga aralin
sa karanasan ng isang guro Sinulat ni Z. F. Kharroubi

Sa tinagal-tagal ng panahon na
ako’y nakatira sa ibang bansa mula
noong Nobyembre 1965, hindi ako
sumusulat sa aking sariling wika.
Ngunit ngayon, nitong taon na ito,
naisip kong gamitin ang wikang Pilipino
upang masabi ko ng tapat sa puso ang
aking nararamdaman na sa palagay ko
ay maaring maging paraan na
magbigay aral sa iba.
Kahit na
mayroon na ngayong mga balita na
isinasalin sa Tagalog o Pilipino,
mayroon pa ring mga salitang Inglis o
Espanyol na kahalo. Talagang mahirap
sumulat ng purong-purong Tagalog.
Karaniwan sa atin, kalahati halos sa
isang pangungusap ay Inglis o
Espanyol. At ngayon, nahahaluan din
ng salitang Pranse. Sa palagay ko,
mahirap magsalita ng purong Tagalog,
lalo na sa pagsusulat.
Dahil sa
hangarin kong madama kung ano ang
nararamdaman ng isang tao sa
pagsusulat sa ating sariling wika at
iwasang gamitin ang mga banyagang
salita hangga’t maari, ipaliliwanag ko
ang aking naging karanasan sa
pagtuturo.
Matagal na akong nagtuturo sa
Canada mula pa noong 1972,
pagkatapos kong mag-aral ng isang
taon sa Unibersidad ng McGill dahil
mayroon na akong diploma ng
Unibersidad ng Pilipinas sa tinatawag

na “B.A.” o “Bachelor of Arts” bago ako
dumating ng Canada.
Nagsimula
akong magturo ng mga kabataan sa
tinatawag
na
“Comprehensive
Polyvalent High School.” Noong araw,
may tinatawag na “Vocational” at
“Academic stream” dahil pagkatapos
ng “high school,’’ kung ang estudyante
ay nagtapos sa pag-aaral ng kursong
pang
komersiyo
o
“business
education,” siya’y maaring magtrabaho agad pagkatapos ng “high
school.” Sa ganitong paraan, siya’y
maaring kumita ng ikabubuhay at maari
ring gawing tulay sa pag-aaral sa
pamantasan o unibersidad sa gabi.
Maraming
uri
ng
kurso
na
nakakatulong sa isang tao upang
magkaroon ng trabaho sa iba’t ibang
industriya kagaya ng pagtatayo ng
“beauty salon, auto repair shop,” o
kaya sa pagiging kawani (empleado) sa
opisina. Ngunit mula noong 1980,
binago ng pamahalaan ng Quebec ang
“high school curriculum.” Nagpalit ang
paniniwala ng gobyerno at sa palagay
ng mga namamahala, ang lahat ay
dapat mag-aral muna ng mga kursong
“academic,” at kung gustong mag-aral
ng kursong pang komersiyo, ito ay
maaring gawin lamang sa tinatawag na
“business center” o ang tinatawag na
“Adult Vocational Education Service
Center.” Nagkaroon ng dalawang

Isang Klase sa Jean Talon High School 1972, annex ng J. F. Kennedy
Comprehensive High School, unang taon ng aking pagtuturo.

seksyon ang mga eskuelahan – “Youth
Sector” at “Adult Education Centre.”
Ang mga pagbabagong ito ay
tinatawag nila sa Pranse na “Régime
Pédagogique,” at sa Inglis ito ang
“Reforms in Education.” Hindi ko na
kailangang ipaliwanag lahat kung ano
man ang mga pagbabago dahil ang
aking isasalaysay ay tungkol sa aking
sariling karanasan sa pagtuturo ko sa
paaralang gobyerno at ang dahilan
kung bakit ako nagtayo ng sarili kong
paaralan na pinangalanan ko ng

www.filipinostar.org

Gilmore Business Institute sa Girouard
Avenue noong Nobyembre 1, 1989.
Dahil sa mga bagong batas,
kagaya ng Bill 101, at ang panibagong
palakad sa edukasyon, nawalan ng
trabaho ang mga guro sa paaralang
Ingles dahil ang mga anak ng mga
imigrante ay sapilitang pinapapasok sa
mga paaralang Pranse. Isa ako sa mga
gurong
nagng
“excess”
dahil
nabawasan ang mga estudyante sa

See Page 12

Ang pagbabago
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PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH

Rebecca Buhay

Rebecca is her name and the
Beck’s Restaurant brought her fame!
Meet this month’s Personality,
Rebecca Buhay, born on March 26,
1970 in Mexico, Pampanga.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bulanadi, served as her role models.
Both hardworking and persevering, no
doubt these values left a lasting imprint
on her and her siblings Boyet, Oyang,
Ana, Rey, Raquel, Nher, and Weng.

She is married to Nestor
Buhay II, the love of her life, whom she
met in Manama, Bahrain.
Love
blossomed in the workplace, as they
worked for the same company.
Marriage followed and soon were
blessed with three children: Colin
Vanessa Buhay (27), a personal
banker; Nestor Bahay V (23), an
entrepreneur; and Emmanuel Buhay
(20), student and barber.

• Learn with a highly qualified instructor.
• Preparation and rental car for your road
exam at the S.A.A.Q.
• Nervous students, our specialty.
• Evening and weekend lessons are always
available.
• A stress-free approach to increase your
driving confidence.
• Special courses for students having
previously failed the driving exam.
CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

Rebecca has always had a
passion for cooking. One could say
she was born this way! Her longtime
dream was to own a restaurant. At a
young age, she always cooked for her
father during family gatherings and
other events. Over time, she realized
that she preferred working for her
passion than someone else’s. Being
the food connoisseur she is, it wasn’t
long before “Beck’s Cuisine and
Catering” was born. Dreams do come
true! Her family encouraged her to
name the restaurant after her name as
she has already authored ‘Beck’s
Cookbook’. Wow! A cook and an
author too?
(Hope I get an
autographed copy!). Together with
loving hubby Nestor, they manage this
delightful location on 4886B Sources
Boulevard in DDO and can be reached
at 514-676-0900. They offer dine-in and
curbside options. As you enter, the
white interior gives off a clean and
polished vibe, not to mention a cozy
and intimate ambience.
Most
important of all, the food is tasty! My
personal favorites? Why, the Crispy
Pata of course (truly crispy!) the
Sizzling Beef, the Shanghai Rolls, the
Pakpak ni Beck (chicken wings, now
there’s a specialty!). Oh well, before I
start listing the full menu, why don’t
you just go ahead and try them! Aside
from it’s many attributes, there’s a little
detail that I think sets Beck’s apart from
other restaurants and it is this: the
placemat menu also contains Bible
verses. Who does that, you say? I’d
say Beck’s not only serves food for the
tummy but also food for the soul. A
family that cooks together, stays
together. This Christian family no doubt
prays unceasingly for the restaurant’s
success. Well, no wonder the food is
divine!
Here are a few Bible verses
that are printed on the placemat menu:
“Have I not commanded you? Be
strong and courageous. Do not be
frightened, and do not be dismayed,
for the LORD your God is with you
wherever you go (Joshua 1:9). So do
not fear, for I am with you; do not be
dismayed, for I am your God. I will
strengthen you and help you; I will
uphold you with My righteous right
hand (Isaiah 41:10). Do not be anxious
about anything, but in every situation,

See Page 13

Personality

CAREGIVERS NEEDED

LIVE-IN/LIVE-OUT - FULL TIME/PART TIME
ELDERLY CARE, CHILDCARE,
HOUSEKEEPING, COOKING
TOP SALARIES CALL FOR INFORMATION

514-489-3072

OVERSEAS PROCESSING - WORK
PERMIT TRANSFERS AND RENEWALS

Christopher, Certified driving instructor

514-961-6629

by prayer and petition, with
thanksgiving, present your requests to
God. And the peace of God, which
transcends all understanding, will
guard your hearts and your minds in
Christ Jesus.” (Philippians 4:6–7).
Running a restaurant is hard
work and no doubt Rebecca has its
share.
Among other things, her
challenge is learning to work with
others. Having an independent bent,
she started off as a caterer where she
usually ‘controlled everything in terms
of timing and execution.’
As a
restaurant owner, she has learned the
key word: delegate. She now proudly
shouts, “I am free!” Free from the
boundaries imposed by business
owners. Well, this lady boss now sets
her own rules and makes her own
decisions. And though the restaurant
business takes all her time, she claims
that the restaurant gave her family
more time together. She claims, “I am
able to work with my husband and my
children, which means I get to spend
more time with them, even though they
may not want it all the time. LOL. “
Before
launching
the
restaurant, she had several jobs such
as a retail associate, baker, caterer, and
general
laborer.
For
budding
entrepreneurs, this is her advice: “Go
for it. It’s going to be inevitably tough,
but it will be worth it. Your sacrifices will
benefit not only you but future
generations as well. It will hone your
perseverance and your patience. You
will reap what you sow. So take that
leap of faith and I promise you, it will all
work out in the end, in God’s timing.”
I would like to venture that the
secret recipe to the success of Beck’s
is the couple themselves, both private,
hardworking, and possessing a solid
work ethic. And certainly to this closeknit family, it is a family affair. I must
add, when I first met Rebecca, I
thought she was just a beautiful young
helper. And when I met Nestor, I
couldn’t believe how young looking
and handsome he is. Kudos to this
young couple who continue to greet
customers with their welcoming
smiles!
Their future plans upon
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ONTARIO
Community
News

By Tony A. San Juan
OCT-Retired

Canadian Filipino runs for Toronto
Councilor in Ward 9-Davenport

Canadian-Filipino
Grant
Gonzales, a public affairs professional
who worked on advocacy, community
engagement, and public policy issues for
public,
private,
and
non-profit
organizations, is running for Councillor of
Ward 9-Davenport, the City of Toronto on
the coming October 24, 2022, civic
elections. Ward 9-Davenport includes the
areas South of Eglinton Ave. West, from
East of Old Weston Rd./Lansdowne Ave.
and West of Ossington Ave. to Queen St.
West, Toronto.
Holder of a Bachelor’s degree
from the University of Toronto and a

Master’s degree from Carleton University,
Grant is a lifelong resident of Davenport.
He was born and raised in Brockton
Village and currently lives in the Junction
Triangle,
Toronto.
He
attended
kindergarten at Brock Public School and
elementary at St. Helen Catholic School
and St. Luigi Catholic School.
In his community work, Grant
has served as the President of the
Davenport-Perth Neighbourhood and
Community Health Centre and on the
Centre’s Board of Directors for over 7
years. He promotes excellence in health
care and community programming,

From Page 1
Deal freeing
There was a disagreement
between Ottawa and the Catholic entities
about one part of their obligations.
At issue was whether lawyers for
both sides had struck a deal freeing the
church groups from all their financial
commitments -- including the $25 million
for survivors -- in exchange for a payment
of $1.2 million, or only had an agreement
covering a more narrow part of their
financial responsibilities.
Ultimately,
Justice
Neil
Gabrielson ruled the agreement covered
all the church's financial commitments,
allowing Catholic entities to walk away
from their fundraising promise to
survivors after raising less than $4 million.
Records obtained by The
Canadian Press show that a month after
that July 2015 decision, federal officials
filed a "protective notice of appeal" while
negotiating a final release agreement with
the Catholic groups.

By Oct. 30, 2015, a final
agreement was signed by the former
deputy minister in what had been called
Aboriginal and Northern Affairs Canada,
freeing the Catholic entities of their
financial obligations.
"Canada does hereby remise,
release and forever discharge the
Catholic entities “ its directors, officers,
shareholders, agents, lawyers, and
employees “ of and from all manners of
actions, causes of action, suits, debts,
dues, accounts, bonds whatsoever
against the releasees," it reads.
It continues: "Canada further
covenants and agrees not directly or
indirectly to join, assist, aid, or act in
concert in any manner whatsoever with
any person or entity in making any
financial claim or demand whatsoever
against the releasees."
The signed agreement was
released as part of more than 200 pages
of briefing documents and court records
prepared for Crown-Indigenous Relations

Grant Gonzales
Candidate for Councilor

especially for Davenport’s low-income
and vulnerable communities.
As a member of the 2SLGBTQ+
community, Grant currently serves as CoChair of Pride Toronto, where he fights
against hate and discrimination. He
oversees the governance of an
organization that brings in millions of
tourists, creates thousands of jobs and
generates hundreds of millions of dollars

Minister Marc Miller last fall after he
committed to finding out what happened
that led Canada to abandon its appeal.
Many of the government records were
redacted either in part, or in full.
Miller has, in at least one media
interview, expressed openness to the
idea of reviewing the government's 2015
decision.
However, Canada's agreement
to "forever discharge" the Catholic entities
and the broad language of the signed
document raise questions about whether
that can happen.
"The minister committed to
understanding the circumstances and
events that led the appeal to be dropped
by the government of the day," Miller's
office said in a statement Friday.
"He further committed to
ensuring that the Catholic Church be held
to account."
A spokesperson also deferred
questions to the Department of Justice
about the legal fees paid by Canada.
Government documents suggest
the decision to appeal hinged on whether
the Catholic entities would try to relieve
themselves further and broaden it to
focus on their non-financial commitments
under the settlement agreement.
"Should discussions around the
order result in a release that is limited to
three financial obligations, Canada will
not pursue the appeal," reads a
document dated September 2015. It
included an illegible signature from a
former minister in Stephen Harper's
Conservative government, which at the
time was in the middle of a federal
election campaign.
Miller said it belong to Bernard
Valcourt, Harper's former minister of
aboriginal affairs.
The document noted releasing
them from some of their non-financial
obligations "could pose significant risk for
Canada."
"Of particular concern to Canada

www.filipinostar.org
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for the city’s economy every year.
Grant's civic engagements
include being a Co-Founder of the
Filipino Canadian Political Association
and a former member of the University of
Toronto’s Governing Council. He is a
2021-22 CivicAction DiverseCity Fellow
and is recognized as an emerging,
diverse city-builder in the Greater Toronto
and Hamilton Area.
Being a son of Filipino
immigrants and unionized workers, he
understands firsthand the struggles
facing working and middle-class
residents in Davenport, who said that
"despite their hard work, are up against
the affordability crisis that is pricing them
out of the city and the communities we
call home". His mother is a Personal
Support Worker at a retirement home
and his late father worked in metal
spinning.
According to Grant, his "call to
public service is inspired by his family’s
journey" to settle and thrive in Canada as
well as his determined "aspiration to
serve the public". Grant is running for
Toronto City Council "to ensure all
Davenport families can build financially
secure, healthy, green, and vibrant lives".
Let us give him our unequivocal help and
utmost support. Kailangang-kailangang
tulongan at ihalal natin siya! Should he
be elected, Grant will become the first
Canadian-Filipino Councillor in the City
of Toronto.###
would be releasing the Catholic entities
from obligations such as co-operating in
the defence or resolution of all Indian
Residential Schools abuse claims outside
of the settlement agreement."
While it said the court ruling
could free Catholic entities from the
"$21.5 million shortfall" of their fundraising
campaign for survivors, "the likelihood of
compelling the Catholic entities to meet
their remaining fundraising obligations is
very low."
Finally, the document said
appealing would mean Canada would be
back at "square one" when it came to
trying to get any agreement in place over
settlement money with the Catholic
entities.
Ken Young, a former regional
chief at the Assembly of First Nations and
a residential school survivor, said he
doubts Canada would have been
successful in an appeal.
"Canada could have litigated
until the cows came home," he said in a
recent interview. "I think we're in a new
phase."
Young, who is critical of how the
Catholic churches' said fundraising would
depend on their "best efforts," believes
leaders have since learned their lesson.
He points to a promise made by
the Canadian Conference of Catholic
Bishops for dioceses to raise $30 million
for reconciliation-related efforts over five
years. As of July, they reported raising
$4.6 million.
Young believes the bishops will
keep their word, but said given the wealth
of the Vatican and Catholic Church as an
institution, fundraising shouldn't be
necessary.
"Write a cheque today, never
mind bothering your parishioners to raise
it."
This report by The Canadian Press was
first published Aug. 20, 2022##
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Sabrina Ait Akil, a newcomer to politics describes
herself: “I am loyal, dedicated, honest, hardworking
and ready to be a public servant.” A personal interview by Zenaida F. Kharroubi

Sabrina Ait Akil

Sabrina Ait Akil is the official
candidate of the Conservative Party of
Quebec for the Mount RoyalOutremont Riding, for the provincial
elections to be held on October 3,
2022. According to the background
information in the PCQ website, she
came to Canada with her family in 1996
to escape from religious extremism.
She and her family left everything
behind in Algeria and chose to settle in
Quebec in search of freedom. She has
a double degree in political science
from McGill University, and business
administration from the John Molson
School of Business.
Although I was hesitant at first
to do the interview, I decided to give a
newcomer in politics the opportunity to
present her views. Hoping that young
people like her may inject fresh ideas
and change government policies for
the benefit of the whole community, I
set up our interview on Wednesday,
July 27, 2022, which lasted almost an
hour during which time I asked most of
the questions I prepared, ranging from
her reasons in choosing the party she
is affiliated with to the solutions she
thinks would meet the challenges
facing us today.
She is fluently
bilingual and has many interesting
ideas to offer that she wants to
implement if elected.
We also
touched on specific topics like health
care,
education,
housing
and
employment.
1) Question:
Can
you
please describe or introduce yourself?
S.A.: I am Sabrina Ait Akil, a young
woman of 33 years old. I live in
Montreal, and I am the official
candidate of the Conservative Party of
Quebec for Mount Royal- Outremont
riding. I describe myself as a very
dedicated, loyal, and responsible
woman and I really want to become a
public servant because I understand
the relationship that a representative
should have with all the citizens. We’re
supposed to safeguard the interests of
all.
I’ve never really wanted to be a
politician because I think I’m too
upfront and sometimes, politics is a

game, but now I think I can be a game
changer. I have gained enough
maturity to understand this game, and
be a valuable player. I truly believe in
honesty as it is my cardinal value and I
really want to get involved and work. I
do not want to be a sort of celebrity,
and be just shaking hands with people.
I want my presence to mean
something, and provoke change. Of
course, I want to talk to people and be
close to them but I also really want to
tackle very serious issues that we are
currently dealing with. I am not only
talking about what happened during
the past two years with the loss of our
freedom of choice, freedom to earn a
living, and freedom to go about our
lives. I am talking about the disastrous
legacy former governments have left
us with. Our educational system is a
mess, and our vital force, our children,
are the biggest losers.
2) Question:
Who is the
political figure, dead or alive, that you
admire as your model of leadership?
S.A.
I really like Charles de
Gaulle, the notorious French President.
I remember his role during World War II
as a general and how he galvanized
the troops from abroad. I think he had
a strong character and also had poise
to basically speak to a nation and
gather all the energies of the people to
fight the Nazis as he participated in the
creation of a better world. What I really
like about him is that despite being a
French nationalist, he had the political
maturity to recognize that it was time to
leave Africa when the nationalist and
anti-colonialist movements reclaimed
the independence of their people. He
had both an emotional and political
intelligence even though he was a
controversial character. I really admire
his patriotism in the way he spoke to
the French people. I would say that I
cannot ever compare myself to him, as
I am not pretentious, but I do admire
his legacy. A lot of people respect him
even people from Africa who
recognized his political intelligence
although France was a colonizing
nation especially in the Maghreb and
West Africa.
I find his legacy
compelling.
3) Question: What skills do
you think are needed to be successful
in politics?
S.A. I think you need to be
firm. Sometimes, politics is a dirty
game and some people will never
hesitate to forget why they decided to
be involved in politics in the first place
to get votes. I really want to make sure
that people understand my motivation
and that I am not willing to forget about
the values I defend – to be firm, in
stating who you are, what you are
fighting for. For me that is extremely
important. You also must be flexible,
and recognize that you can be wrong,
and use every single opportunity to
learn. I am a Conservative, and I know

On the left is Sabrina Ait Akil being interviewed by Zenaida Kharroubi,
July 27, 2022 at the Gilmore College International office.

that there is a lot of division in our
society so if I am elected, I want to
speak with everybody, whether you are
a Liberal, or a Quebec Solidaire voter,
or if you do not care much about
politics, I want to be somebody who
will stop division and listen to
everybody. I will get everybody to work
together for a better future. We may
disagree but we all have to respect one
another even though we cannot love
each other.
4) Question:
What made
you choose the party you are affiliated
with?
S.A.
The
Conservative
Party of Quebec was almost nonexistent
in
Quebec’s
political
landscape, but I am a conservative by
essence, so the choice was easy to
make. My values are compatible with

everything that the party is defending.
What happened with Covid increased
my desire to get involved. I did not
know how, at the time, but that fire was
in me. When I saw how our individual
freedoms were taken away from us,
almost from one day to the other, I
started to get worried about the
intrusion
of
the
government.
Subsequently, I noticed that Eric
Duhaime, not yet the leader of my
party, has been advocating for the
restoration of our democracy. His
discourse immediately attracted me
and imagine my happiness when he
officially became the leader of the
party! Following his nomination to the
leadership of the party, I thought it

See Page 18

Interview of S. Akil

FOR RENT

Apartments for rent in Côte des Neiges
1,5 2,5 3,5 4,5

renovated units including high speed (80mbps)
unlimited internet service
with private IP’s.
Give us a call to show you your next
needed living space, close to all town facilities.

www.filipinostar.org

514-995.6711
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We have been
serving the
educational needs
of a multi-cultural
community
since 1989
( 33 years).

We are
committed to
your personal and
professional
goals as well as
to our pursuit of
excellence in
education.

7159, chemin de la Côte des Neiges
Montreal,QC H3R 2M2
Telephone: 514-485-7861 Fax: 514-485-3076
E-mail: zbk@gilmorecollege.com
“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest”
— Benjamin Franklin

Team Building Workshop for PAB Students

Education requires costly resources, like time and
money, which are often hard to find. But those who
do invest these resources, often end up richer — not
just because they often improve their financial
situation, but because their minds are richer too.

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES

•PSW/PAB Nursing Aide
•Administrative Assistant
- General Executive Assistant
- Legal or Medical Assistant
•Accounting Technician
- Accounting 1 & 2
- Computerized Acctg.
- Excel

CPR Course by Mitch

OTHER COURSES/SERVICES

•Keyboarding
•Word Processing (Word)
•Business Communiction
- English
- French
•Bilingual Reception Techniques
•Languages
• Other languages
- English
on request
- Filipino
• On site training
- French
• Seminars
- Spanish
• Private Tutoring
Benefits from enrolling in our courses:
- Income Tax deductible fees
- Employers recognize our training
anywhere in Canada
- Our graduates in good standing
can request letters of reference
- Personalized, intensive instruction
- Small groups, flexible schedules
- Cozy athmosphere conducive to
learning and ideal human relations

French students

Frank Villanueva who visited Montreal for a few months studied
French and succeeded to pass level 1.
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French class 2019 Levels 1 and 2 Proficiency Certificates presentation
These students continued to complete level 3, but only 4 completed Level 4.

Graduation of PAB Batches 9 and 10, October 7, 2012 at
La Cucina Restaurant, Sherbrooke West, Montreal

www.filipinostar.org
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Recipes selected from
various sources

From Zeny’s Kitchen

Cooking
with love
provides
food for the
soul.

Transfer to a plate. Cover to keep
warm.
Step 4
Add thyme and garlic to pan. Cook,
stirring, for 1 minute or until fragrant.
Add wholegrain and dijon mustard,
cream and 1⁄4 cup water. Bring to the
boil. Boil for 3 minutes or until
thickened. Stir in half the spinach.
Return pork to pan with potato
mixture. Serve topped with remaining
spinach and almonds.

Budget friendly dinner recipes

Creamy mustard pork with
crispy sage potatoes
INGREDIENTS
700g white-skinned potatoes, cut into
2cm pieces
1/4 cup extra virgin olive oil
12 fresh sage leaves
4 x 125g pork schnitzels (uncrumbed)
3 tsp fresh thyme leaves
3 garlic cloves, crushed
1 tbsp wholegrain mustard
2 tsp dijon mustard
300ml Bulla Cooking Cream
From Page 6 Ang Pagbabago

mga paaralang sekundaryo sa
sektoryong Ingles. Ito ang dahilan na
naisipan kong magtayo ng sarili kong
paaralan ngunit nagpatuloy pa rin
akong magturo sa paaralang publiko
hanggang magretiro ako noong Hunyo
1997.
Mahirap ang buhay ng isang
“excess teacher” dahil tuwing umaga,
hindi ko alam kung saan ako
mapupunta na magturo ng kahit anong
kurso - ‘Physics, French, Mathematics,
Geography, etc’ - sa paaralang
sekundaryo, elementaria o “adult
education sector.” Kaya sa isang araw,
maaring dalawang eskuelahan ang
aking pupuntahan para magturo.
Pagkatapos ng ilang taon,
naisipan ng gobyerno na magbigay ng
tinatawag na “early retirement” upang
maganyak ang mga gurong may edad
na magretiro sa pagtuturo at ng
mabawasan ang gastos sa sueldo ng
mga gurong na sa pinakamataas na
antas (level). Ito ay nangyari noong
Hunyo 1997. Isa ako sa mga gurong
nag-retiro kahit hindi ko pa naabot ang
edad ng pagretiro. May mga gurong
55 taon lamang ngunit mayroon na
silang naabot na “factor 80” na
kombinasyon ng kanilang edad at
karanasan sa pagtuturo kaya sila

80g baby spinach
2 tbsp roasted almond kernels,
roughly chopped
INSTRUCTIONS:
4-method steps
Step 1
Place potato in a large microwavesafe bowl. Add 1 tablespoon water.
Cover loosely with plastic wrap.
Microwave on HIGH (100%) for 3
minutes or until just tender. Drain.
Step 2
Heat 2 tablespoons oil in a large
frying pan over high heat. Add
potato. Cook, tossing occasionally,
for 3 minutes or until starting to
brown. Add sage. Cook, tossing
occasionally, for 3 minutes or until
sage is crisp and potato is golden
and cooked through. Transfer to a
heatproof bowl. Cover to keep warm.
Step 3
Add remaining oil to pan. Cook pork
for 30 seconds each side or until
browned and cooked through.

pinayagang magretiro ng walang
bawas sa pension.
Sa tinagal-tagal ng panahon,
may
mga
pangyayaring
hindi
inaasahan kagaya ng pandemia at iba
pang bagay na naging dahilan ng
tinatawag na “manpower shortage”
lalo na sa larangan ng edukasyon.
Malaking problema ngayon ang
tinatawag na “teacher shortage.” Ito ay
nagbibigay sa akin ng isang pag-asa
na baka sakaling magkaroon ako ng
panibagong misyon sa aking sariling
paaralan.
Nais kong maganyak ang
lahat na mag-aral ulit, kahit anong
edad, basta malakas pa at malusog,
marami pang mabuting magagawa.
Bilang isang guro, ako’y naniniwala na
ang pag-aaral ay panghabang buhay
dahil ang utak natin ay lalong magiging
malakas kung laging gagamitin.
Sino kaya sa mga mambabasa
ng diaryong ito ang sasagot sa aking
hamon na magpatuloy mag-aral pa
ulit? At sino kaya ang magbabalak na
maging isang guro ngayon upang
sumagot sa pangangailangan ng
bayan at makatulong sa pagpapaunlad
ng ating lipunan?

Pork with black bean sauce

INGREDIENTS
150 g around 4.5 ounces pork butt or
tenderloin, sliced
Marinating
¼ tsp. salt
½ tbsp. cooking wine
1 tbsp. light soy sauce
3 tbsp. water or chicken stock
¼ tsp. white pepper
1 tsp. cornstarch
1 tsp. sesame oil
stir-frying
cooking oil as needed
1 garlic cloves ,minced
1 tsp. minced ginger
4 scallions ,cut into small sections
1 black bean sauce or 1 tbsp.
chopped black beans
1 tsp. dark soy sauce
3 fresh red chili peppers ,cut into
small sections
2 fresh green chili peppers ,cut into
small sections
a very small pinch of salt if needed
INSTRUCTIONS
•Thinly slice the pork. Add salt,
cooking wine, light soy sauce, water
(or chicken stock) and white pepper.
•Massage the pork slice for 2-3
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minutes until all the juice is well
absorbed. Set aside for 10 minutes.
•Add cornstarch and massage again.
•Make sure all the slices are well
coated with starch.
•At last, add 1 teaspoon of sesame
oil, mix well too.
•Heat your wok or pan firstly.
•Add cooking oil to form a 2-3 cm
high layer (do not be scared by the oil
amount, we do not eat them all).
•Spread the pork sliced in.
•Let them stay for 5 to 10 seconds
and then quickly fry them until turns
pale.
•Transfer out immediately.
•Remove the extra oil and save them
for vegetable stir fries.
•Keep around 1 tablespoon of oil and
fry garlic, ginger and scallion until
aromatic.
• Place fresh pepper sections in to fry
for 1 minute or until slightly softened.
• Return pork sliced in, add dark soy
sauce and black beans sauce.
•Mix well and see if any extra salt is
needed.
•Move out immediately after mixed.
•Be quick in this process and it is
better to finish this within 30 seconds.

Creamy banana dessert

INGREDIENTS
4 (about 700g) ripe large bananas,
peeled, chopped
4 40g pkts Sesame Snaps (Golden
Days Natural Product brand),
separated, roughly chopped
3 200g containers Lite French Vanilla
Yoghurt (Yoplait brand)
6 fresh dates, halved, pitted, sliced
INSTRUCTIONS:
1-Method step
•Divide bananas among six 250ml (1
cup) serving bowls. Top with half the
Sesame Snaps , then yoghurt , then
remaining Sesame Snaps and dates .
o0o

Machine Operators
Wanted

Varitrim Textiles Inc., located at 8211 17th ave. suite 202 ,
Montreal, is currently seeking Machine Operators /General
Workers for both our day and evening shifts.
Please email your CV to Tania@varitrim.com, or fax it to
514-593-7475. You can also call us at 514-593-7471
Les Textiles Varitrim a des postes à combler pour les quarts
de travail de jour et soirée. SVP envoyer votre CV par
télécopieur à
514-593-7475 ou par courriel à tania@varitrim.com. Notre
numéro de tél. 514-593-7471

Contact: Zenaida Ferry-Kharroubi
Gilmore College International
Tel.: 514-485-7861
E-mail: zbk@gilmorecollege.com
www.filipinostar.org
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Social Tidbits

Montreal
Community
News
Whew, when it’s hot, it’s hot.
I’m talking about the weather. The
occasional (thank God it’s only
occasional) heatwave makes everyone
very uncomfortable. Except for those
with air conditioners, this heatwave
drives us from our dwellings. We seek
the comfort of the shades of trees in
the parks, in the cold splash in the
swimming pools and beaches and the
very useful help of the electric fan. In
spite of the suffocating and unbearable
high temperatures, we still have a lot to
be thankful for. We still have our
families, our friends, our homes, our
cars, our churches, our hospitals, our
community institutions etc. We are far
from fires, floods, and earthquakes.
God is good and God is kind. We
cannot underestimate the power of
prayers. He acknowledges our words.
He listens to our hearts. God is
accessible in times of need.
Let’s brighten up and go to
birthdays …birthdays, and birthdays.
First on my list is a birthday greeting to
Chairman Connie Fabro of the Seniors
of West Island and Suburbs (SWIS).
Connie, I know your family and some
SWIS friends made your day a fun one.
Our friend in Ottawa, Hans Wilgehoff
celebrated last June 14, 2022 with
Adoree Silva and some friends.
Double
congratulations
(birthday and retirement) go to Linda
Danzil! She celebrated with a party at
their residence. Another July birthday
celebrant is past president of the
Quebec Association of Canadian
Filipino Teachers (QACFT), Cesa
Gladych. Valent Lloyd Hughes of the
Filipino Heritage Society of Montreal
(FHSM) was given a birthday
celebration by friends from her church,
Jesus Is Lord (JIL). For this writeup,
From Page 19
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Quebec Conservatives

network, relying instead on direct
assistance to parents through a
voucher of $200 per week, per child.
Here again, the PCQ wants to
encourage competition, including in
service costs, with the deregulation of
the $8.70 daily rate. The party did not
set a target for the creation of
additional daycare spaces, even
though the waiting list contains 52,000
names.
"We believe the market will
solve the problem," Duhaime said.
On the tax front, the PCQ is
banking on reducing the taxpayer
burden, with a promise of a $2,000 tax
cut for those with an annual income of
$80,000, for example. It also wants to

Fely Rosales Cariño

last but not least is our beloved grand
matriarch Mrs. Natalie Pelausa
(affectionally called Mrs. P) who
celebrated her 95th birthday at their
TMR condo with the help of old-time
friends Marilou and Terry Esguerra, Au
Osdon, and yours truly. It was so
pleasant as usual to see Mrs. P’s
daughter, Dr. Hermie Pelausa who
works at the Jewish General Hospital.
Mrs. P looked well and engaged in our
social bantering. She welcomed us by
calling our individual names. And
before meal was served, Dr. Hermie
handed her mother a bond-sized paper
to read. It was a prayer before meals.
She did it in a flawless manner that I
was shocked - really shocked,
because she went through the prayer
without using a pair of reading glasses.
Not sure if this was only in my
imagination, I called Nena Cordero, her
caretaker, to verify. Nena said she
really reads without the aid of reading
glasses. How lucky can one get! So,
on with the celebration. To begin the
lovely lunch, Dr. Hermie popped a
bottle of champagne before soup was
served. Our meal consisted of the best
Filipino recipes from, among others,
Chez Papa’s restaurant. The meal
ended with a gorgeous cake, courtesy
of Au Osdon. Mrs P was in good spirits
throughout our stay. “See you on your
next birthday,” we echoed as we said
“so long”.
Now on to the outdoor outings.
Right after their 49th wedding
anniversary, Julius and Luz Abad
headed to New Brunswick camping on
the way as they reached the Gaspesie
camping grounds. Later, Julius called
his fellow Candon friends to reactivate
their association. They are to regroup
at a picnic at McKenzie Park on
suspend gasoline taxes and abolish
the tax on used goods, and
progressively reduce the payroll tax.
Additionally,
a
Quebec
Conservative government would want
to better exploit natural resources and
would greenlight the LNG-Québec
project.
In his speech, Duhaime said
his party has grown exponentially in a
short period of time, from 500
members to 60,000.
Duhaime also had a message
for Quebec's anglophones: they are
not hostages of the Quebec Liberal
Party (QLP).

September 10, 2022 to plan for the
year’s
activities.
Julius
was
overwhelmingly voted as president of
their association.
Future events: The Starlink
Production Care of Jovy Narvas, in
cooperation with the Federation of
Filipino Canadian Associations of
Quebec (FFCAQ) under President
Minda Mazzone, are staging a fashion
show entitled Philippine Tapestry 2.
This is a cultural fashion show by
Philippine fashion maven Rene Salud.
It will be held at the Hilton Garden Inn
on Decarie Blvd on August 20, 2022.
Now let us see who travelled
this time of year. Ciony Nueva, with
friend Amelita Flores, decided to visit
Quebec City two weeks ago. They
joined a tour with 58 people and both
appreciated the beautiful scenes they
saw. They visited the famous St. Anne
de Beaupre Church. They saw a whale
show and the magnificence of the
Montmorency Falls. Ciony could hardly
contain herself when describing how
beautiful the Falls is. She and Amelita
are also planning their next vacation.
This time they will again join a trip to
New York City where they plan to see
the World Centre, the Air Space
Museum, and other attraction spots.
The last time we saw Cely Dagsaan’s
picture, she was in Germany. I’m sure
she was in other places too. Cely, are
you home now?
Also, the Seniors of West
Island and Suburbs (SWIS) will be
having their Family Day at the Chalet
on August 20, 2022. SWIS members
and friends are invited to attend.
And do you know what’s new
with the two lovely FHSM members
Jeannette
Perignon
and
Dolly
Belandres? They were both chosen by
the Filipino Association of Montreal

and Suburbs (FAMAS) to serve as
Hermana Mayors during the Pista Sa
Nayon held at the McKenzie King Park
recently.
Now it’s time for quiet
reflection. Let’s be still and prepare our
prayers for dear friends who lost loved
ones. First on our list is FHSM Vice
Chairman Alberto Abiera, who is now
on his way to Guam to attend the
funeral of his brother Valentin. The
same with Carlito Arlegui who is on his
way to the Philippines to attend the
funeral
of
his
brother
Fred.
Condolence also goes to Elmer Manila
who lost a loved one 3 weeks ago.
I left the best for last. The
Quebec Association of Filipino
Canadian Teachers (QAFCT) held a
picnic at Macdonald Park near St.
Malachy church on Clanranald
Avenue, Montreal last August 13, 2022
to renew friendships interrupted by the
pandemic. Those present related their
experiences during the two years that
we didn't’ see each other. President
Bing Estopa is elated that members
were all updated about upcoming
events. Most former presidents were in
attendance. The usual potluck was
enjoyed by all. Carmen Caro and
Joseph Gonzales were the storytellers
of the day. Bing discussed plans for an
assembly, perhaps an election of
officers, another picnic, or a dress-up
event. Can’t wait to see what the
teachers will come up with this time!
I leave you now with the verse
of the day in Psalm 9:9-10, “The Lord is
a refuge for the oppressed, a
stronghold in times of trouble. Those
who know Your name trust in You, for
You, Lord, have never forsaken those
who seek You.
See you soon. God bless you!
o0o

From Page 7 Personality
retirement would be to travel to the
Philippines during winter and then
back to Canada during summer. They
want to tour the world and taste what
the rest of the universe has to offer.
Finally, I do admire what Beck
considers to be her happiest moments:
“marrying my husband and giving birth
to my children”; a noble sentiment
indeed. I offer a heartfelt toast to the
young entrepreneurs on the block, a
thank you for setting a good example

of courage and resolve, and also a
fervent prayer, “And whatever you do,
whether in word or deed, do it all in the
name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks
to God the Father through Him“
(Colossians 3:17). #

Advertising in the North
American Filipino Star
increases visibility and
reach to more customers
Call 514-485-7861 or email:
filipinostar2@gmail.com

SAAQ certified

MOON DRIVING SCHOOL
5775 Avenue Victoria (corner Bourret)
Suite 218, Montreal, QC, H3W 2R4
Metro: Cote-Saint-Catherine

Complete Course (13 months long)
24 hrs Theory and 15 hrs Practical.
Price: $950 tax inctuded.
(payable in 6 installments)
Contact: MR. KHALIL
514-340-1323.
This report was first published in
French by The Canadian Press on Aug. moondrivingschool101@gmail.com
14, 2022. #

www.filipinostar.org

Other Services:
Car for Exam.
Early booking for Exam
Practice near Exam
centers.
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Belle Mariano draws inspiration
from mom and fans for showbiz
dreams

There are many belles in
showbiz. Belle Mariano is one, who
has made a name for herself in the
“new normal.”
Her TV series, He’s Into Her,
with
onscreen
partner
Donny
Pangilinan; digital concert Daylight;
singles Kung Ako Nalang and
Sigurado, plus an album and movies,
are a significant testament to it.
She stands out in a way, given
her knack for acting, singing and
dancing. The former child star and
Goin’ Bulilit mainstay knows that
versatility makes a talent stay relevant
and succeed in the world of
entertainment.
“It’s really important for me to
be versatile because performing is my
passion,” said Belle in an interview
furnished to this paper through Smart.
“I’m lucky to start early as a child actor
because, in a way, I got to grow,
explore, and hone my talents within
the industry. My journey is filled with
learning experiences and I’m happy
that I get to inspire and entertain
people by doing the things I love.”
Aside from her network that
has paved the way for the artist’s
career in entertainment, the newest
endorser of Smart Prepaid (for its new

Belle Mariano

Power All campaign) acknowledges
the support of her mom, whom she
considers her role model.
“I’ve always been grateful for
the love and support she has shown
me as I continue to pursue my
dreams. I can easily say I draw my
power from her,” said the 20-year-old
Kapamilya star, whose fans also
support her in any showbiz work she
embarks on. They also express it on

my character in a project touches
them or inspires people because of
my performance,” she shared. “These
comments give me a sense of
fulfillment and empower me to work
harder.” One can say that Belle draws
her inspiration from mom and
followers to pursue her showbiz
dreams and further her career.
With her success story, Belle
remains humble.

social media.
Belle said she finds time to
read fan messages, which empower
and inspire her.
“I really appreciate it when I
read comments or tweets about how

“Being on the receiving end of
all this love and support has really
been a humbling experience for me,”
said the actress, who begins her day
by having a coffee “to power through a
busy workday.”

www.filipinostar.org
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“Like everyone else, I rely on
my smartphone all the time — for
scripts and shoot schedules and to fill
in the breaks via social media, to
interact with my supporters online,
(listen) to music and (stream) videos,”
she added.
So,
Belle
enjoys
the
advantages of technologies in her
professional and personal lives.
“Yes, our smartphones are
extensions of ourselves,” she said. “In
a way, our most used apps reflect the
passions and hobbies that are
important to us. I can’t do without my
smartphone because it’s my way to
connect with loved ones, especially
since we’re still in a pandemic and
therefore have a lot of limitations in
terms of movement.”
Her go-to apps are Instagram
and Twitter, aside from other social
media platforms. “I also enjoy scrolling
through TikTok because I get to see the
latest trends there,” she said.
Belle is the face for the Smart’s
new campaign about the connectivity
that technologies provide in doing
what one wishes like playing,
watching, sharing and streaming
content and keeping in touch with
people.
“I feel excited and grateful
because I’ve always wanted to
endorse a brand I really trust and rely
on,” said Belle.
The campaign video showed
her “fluidly adapting to a hybrid world
and powering through a whirlwind of
online
and
offline
activities,
representative of today’s youth,”
according to the statement from the
telco company. The new Power All 99
allows Belle and Smart Prepaid
subscribers to enjoy more data,
unlimited calls and texts and TikTok.
(More
details
on
https://smart.com.ph/Prepaid/PowerAll
.)
Meanwhile, as a personality
with a strong social media presence,
Belle is also aware of its challenges by
saying, “(The platforms) can be
challenging at times because of all the
bashing and hate comments people
deal with on these. What I do is to take
all valid criticism in a constructive way,
so I can grow and learn from them.”
She, however, again appreciates the
advantages that such convergence of
technologies and the Internet have
created for everyone.
“He’s Into Her has been lifechanging for many of us in the series,”
said Belle. “I guess the Internet made it
a lot easier (for us) to get feedback
from fans and interact with them, as
well as promote the show to a wider
audience.”
She added that fans also
“went out of their way” in sharing
information about her series on social
media. 
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contracts pay hefty amounts, not
everyone is blessed with good
opportunities.
Andrea’s story calls to
mind the stories of other actors
who have more or less the same
family background and who also
made something of themselves
despite the economic hurdles.
Long ago and far away,
Hilda Koronel was discovered as
a 14-year old pretty face in a poor
community in Leveriza, Pasay.
She rose to become a gifted,
durable actor.

Andrea Brillantes
was once a
squatter girl

Others who went through
more or less the same deprived
childhood include Amy Austria,
Jestoni Alarcon, Isko Moreno,
Jay Manalo, Ejay Falcon, and so
many others in the world of
entertainment.
And, who can forget the
personal history of Nora Aunor,
now National Artist for Film and
Broadcast Arts, who joined
singing contests and sold
drinking water at a train station in
Iriga City to support her family? 

Showbiz celebrities
mourn passing of
veteran actress
Cherie Gil

Andrea Brillantes

Without
batting
an
eyelash, ABS-CBN actress
Andrea Brillantes admitted in an
interview with Karen Davila that
she spent part of her childhood
in a squatters’ area.
At an early age, Andrea
served, together with her father,
as a family breadwinner.
The former child actor
said she felt nostalgic when her
previous series, Kadenang
Ginto, shot for several days in
the same depressed community
where she grew up. She
remembered the basketball
court and nearby areas where
she used to play as a young girl.
Andrea, born Blythe
Daguio
Gorostiza,
started
working when she was seven as
a cast member of Goin’ Bulilit.
She then transitioned from child
actor to teen star and now, a
rising dramatic actress.
In Karen’s very candid
interview, Andrea revealed how
poverty drove her to work hard
in reaching for her star. Her story
isn’t unlike those of many other
true
stories
of
movie

personalities who similarly rose
from the ranks. Many of them
even became millionaires and
politicians, proof that through
hard work and focus, anyone
can leave poverty behind and
succeed.
When you look at Andrea
at 19, you’ll never see a trace of
her poor family background.
What you see is a beautiful
creation of God who loves her
family and for whom she has
built a lovely house.
As stated earlier,
Andrea’s story isn’t unique at all
in the world of movies and show
business.
For
some
reason,
showbiz attracts a good number
of people who come from
families that are economically
challenged. The reason is
obvious. There’s a common
impression that the roads in
showbiz are littered with gold,
and that young people have only
to look good and perform well
(sing, act, dance, whatever else)
to make it.
While it is true that some

Cherie Gil

Showbiz celebrities took to
social media to pay tribute to the late
actress Cherie Gil, who passed away
on Friday night at 59.
Singer-actresses
Sharon
Cuneta and Zsazsa Padilla, known to
be close friends of the late actress,
were among those who expressed
their grief online.
“What will I do without you
now, Love? My true screen partner, a
true friend, ninang of Simone…I miss
you so terribly [and I] know it will only
get worse. Be at peace in God’s loving
arms, my Cheech…I’ll see you again
someday,” said Sharon through a
Facebook post.
Meanwhile, Zsazsa recalled
Cherie’s lively spirit in an Instagram
post.
“You
were
always
so
passionate, and full of life! That’s how
I will always remember you, Cherie,
my Gemini sister! I miss you, my
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beautiful friend. Until we meet again.
My deepest condolences to Cherie’s
family.”
Cherie’s nephew, actor Sid Lucero,
posted a photo of his aunt doing
advocacy work with the caption: “I love
you ;) big hug :)”
Heart Evangelista and Dennis
Trillo, who both worked with the
seasoned actress, likewise posted
their tributes.
“I’m gonna miss you,” Heart
said in a Tweet.
“Paalam Inakolay,” captioned Dennis
in his Instagram post.
A veteran actress known for
her “kontrabida” roles, Cherie
kickstarted her career in the movie
“Mo neuih” in 1970 as a supporting
cast member.
She also played Kano in the
1980 film “Manila by Night” and
Lavinia Arguelles in the 1985 film
“Bituing Walang Ningning.” 
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Jane de Leon finally
transforms into new
Darna

Ruffa Gutierrez finally
graduates from
college

Jane de Leon as Darna

Jane de Leon has finally flown
in full costume as the new Darna with
her recent transformation into the
iconic Filipino superhero.

“Darna!”. Now given Darna’s
superpowers and costume, she flies
around the building to find wounded
individuals and bring them to safety.

Ruffa Gutierrez

The actress’ character Narda
started her first day on the job as an
emergency medical technician after
an earthquake hits the town of Nueva
Esperanza, as seen in the episode of
“Mars Ravelo’s Darna” yesterday,
Aug. 19. The episode was also
released
on
ABS-CBN
Entertainment’s YouTube channel.
Despite her drive to help
others, Narda’s human form had
limitations and she ended up falling to
the ground while scaling a destroyed
building. Narda sees an apparition of
her mother Leonor, the first Darna (Iza
Calzado), and the magical stone that
gives Darna’s superpowers falls from
the sky, then lands in front of her.
Narda decides to officially
take on her duties as a superhero by
swallowing the stone and shouting

“Kailangan ko itong gawin
dahil ang pinakamalaking kasalanan,
kapag
may
kakayahan
kang
tumulong pero wala ka namang
ginawa,” she said, repeating Leonor’s
lesson to her as a child.
(I need to do this because the
greatest sin you can commit is having
the ability to help, but choosing not
to.)
JRB Creative Production, the
entertainment unit that produces
“Mars Ravelo’s Darna,” then released
an official poster featuring De Leon in
full Darna gear via its Instagram page,
also yesterday.
The costume was complete
with Darna’s two-piece red-and-gold
suit, matching knee-high boots, arm
cuffs and signature red headgear. .

Actress Ruffa Gutierrez
turned to social media to share that
she is now a college graduate.
The former beauty queen
shared a photo of her wearing a
toga on Instagram on Tuesday.
Gutierrez said she took up
Communication Arts under the
Expanded Tertiary Education
Equivalency and Accreditation
Program
of
the
Philippine
Women’s University (PWU).
“Don’t downgrade your
dream just to fit your reality.
Upgrade your conviction to match
your destiny," she wrote, adding
that she is now preparing for for
PWU’s
99th
commencement
exercises at the Philippine
International Convention Center
(PICC) next week.
The actress also gave a
shout out to all those who have
supported her in achieving her
newest milestone.
"I would not have been able
to successfully embark on my
educational journey without the
continuous guidance of PWU‘s
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ETEEAP team of professionals and
the immeasurable support of my
loved ones.
Because
of
my
enduring
commitment
to
continuously
seeking knowledge and equipping
myself with new skills that will help
me prosper and fulfill my dreams in
the ever-changing global scene,"
she said.
Meanwhile, the actress also
said that her educational journey
will continue as she she is now
officially an MA ComArts student.
"The journey continues -unstoppable! To God be the glory!"
she said.
Gutierrez, 48, is considered
showbiz “royalty,” as she hails from
a clan of celebrities that effectively
put her and her family members in
the spotlight starting at a young
age.
Gutierrez has been an
actress since 1987, but rose to
wider popularity when she
represented the Philippines in the
1993 Miss World pageant. She
placed second runner-up. 
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Pia Wurtzbach recalls
humble beginnings in
Binibini

Pia remembers how the Binibini sisterhood helped her in her pageant
journey

Pia
Wurtzbach
looked back on her humble
beginnings as a beauty queen and
shared how the Binibini sisterhood
helped her go through her
pageantry journey.
In one of the portions of the
just-concluded Binibining Pilipinas
2022 coronation night held at
Araneta City last Sunday, Pia and
former beauty queens narrated in a
pre-recorded video to this year’s
candidates how they forged
friendships that lasted a lifetime
and stressed the importance of
“women empowering women” in
the world of pageantry.
“All
of
you
are
in
competition with each other and all
of you are trying to get the crown,”
began Pia. “Ano ba talaga ang
nauuwi mo after nito kasi yung
mananalo naman one year lang
namanmay crown yan eh? And
then after that, she has to pass it on
to another girl. But what’s
something that you take on with
you (in) years to come (is) the
friendships that you build, it’s the
connections that you build in that
competitive space.”
According to Pia, when you
join a beauty pageant, the first
person that you will get close to is
the girl whom you share the same
interests with, for example, humor,
TV shows, music and language.
The 32-year-old beauty
queen joined Binibining Pilipinas
pageant thrice — in 2013, 2014
and 2015 — and finally won the
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title in her third try. She went on to
become the third Filipina to win
Miss Universe 2015, after Gloria
Diaz in 1969 and Margie Moran in
1973.
During her first attempt on
the 50th edition of the said beauty
competition, she recalled how
competitive the 50 candidates
were. “I remember the first day of
screening, I felt overwhelmed
because I didn’t know I had to
stand in heels for a long time.
Mahina pa yung stamina mo at
wala pa naman akong budget
talaga. So I didn’t really bring any
food with me. Gutom na gutom ako
nun. Actually, yung isa dun nilibre
niya ako. Tumatak sa akin yun na
parang pwede pala na ganito.
Kahit na magkakalaban tayo sa
isang crown, hindi mo ko
papabayaan,” she continued.
“Tapos, ‘pag kayo kayo na
lang ang magkakasama sa
dressing room, sometimes you
need help with your dress and
sometimes you need help with
your makeup,” she recounted.
“Sometimes, may naiwan ka na
requirement na importante pala.
It’s very important to have friends,
may mga kasama ka kasi
maghihiraman kayo ng gamit. You
will help each other.”
“In fact, you relate so much
with each other because nobody
else knows what you’re going
through than the girls sitting next to
you. She knows what it feels like to
get up in the morning, to face

yourself in the mirror,” she mused.
“You would be unsure and would
question yourself, ‘Can anything
good come out of coming here
every day? All the waiting? And the
bashing online?’
“Is all of these worth it? That
I quit my job. That I put my life on
hold. My relationships are on hold.
That my family’s getting affected
by the things that they’re reading
online. Is all of these worth it?” she
reiterated.
“But then you show up
anyway and who do you draw your
strength from? It’s the girls around
you because they are your support
system,” said Pia. “When other
people see this or listen to this. It’s
hard for them to believe that, ‘Are
friendships really formed there?’
But it’s gonna be up to us to
change that kind of mindset.”
She believes that more
people and fans will embrace the
“idea of sisterhood” in the long run
and that it’s real. She further
encouraged her Binibini sisters to
“check up on each other especially
nowadays (because) it really takes
a toll on your mental health. Check
up on the ones who don’t make it
to the finals (and) also the winner
because winners also go through a
lot.”
“Everybody whom I met in
December 2015 onwards knows
me as Miss Universe Pia,” she
added. However, for her,
“The people that I really

cherish are the ones who didn’t
know (me as) Miss Universe, who
didn’t know that side of me, who
saw the struggle, who saw the
beginnings. Those are the kind of
friendships that I really cherish
because I know that you are not
just beside me because I’m a
winner, you’re beside me because
you were there when I was a
nobody and that’s the best feeling
in the world.”
Her message to the new
batch of Binibinis is: “If there’s any
advice that you guys need, you
can send me a message on my
DM. And then if I see your
message, I try my best to reply if
you guys need any advice or
anything because that’s what
sisters are for.”
After Pia told her sisterhood
stories, Miss Universe 1984 third
runner-up Desiree Verdadero, Bb.
Pilipinas International 1991 Patty
Betita and Bb. Pilipinas Maja 1992
Marina Benipayo also shared their
experiences.
Patty, a cancer survivor,
was emotional when she recalled
how Desiree and Marina were
there for her in one of her chemo
sessions when she was diagnosed
with breast cancer in 2008.
Desiree said, “Nagpakalbo
siya during that time, we were there
and we cried watching her. Since
I’m in my senior year, sana naman
alagaan niyo naman ako. Sana
walang iwanan as friends.” 

Iza Calzado begins life at 40 as
she expects her first child

Iza Calzado

On Friday (August 12), the
Darna actress, Iza Calzado
meaningfully celebrated her 40th
birthday as she shared a golden
hour photo of herself proudly
showing her growing baby bump.
“They were right. Life does begin at
40. Simply put, your life begins as
your mother turns 40. To know that
life is growing inside me is great
miracle. You are my miracle. You
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are my guiding light,” Calzado
wrote in her caption.
In 2019, Calzado revealed
that she decided to freeze her
eggs, considering it a “powerful
move” for women who aren’t ready
to have children.
The actress and her
longtime partner, Ben Wintle got
married on a beach in Palawan in
December 2018. 
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Interview of S. Akil

would be a good opportunity for me to
become a member even though I was
not thinking of getting involved in
politics as a potential candidate. The
rest is history, here I am now. More
importantly, I chose the Conservative
Party of Quebec for the principles and
values we passionately defend. Let us
remind
everybody
that
the
Conservative Party is pro-choice in
almost all the issues you can think of –
use of common sense, free speech,
and for me that is extremely important.
I feel that a lot of people did not have
any right to speak and today, we see
that a lot of people are speaking up
even though they used to be scared.
The Conservative Party wants to
emulate freedom in every sense of the
word for everybody, not only for the
Conservatives, and that is why I chose
naturally the Conservative Party. I
believe the Liberal Party, even though
there is the word ‘’liberal’’ in their
name which ironically comes from the
word ‘’liberty’’, has played so many
games with their traditional voters that
now people no longer believe they
defend our sacred values including
individual freedoms. As immigrants, I
know that we have the reputation to
always vote without questioning our
thought process, and the Liberals
knew it. The Liberals got the immigrant
vote without ever being worried until
now. They no longer defend their core
values. Now, it is up to the
Conservative Party to be a leader and
essentially represent practical, and
classical liberalism.
In
addition,
being
a
Conservative translates in being
prudent, you must think about the
future, think ahead, and especially
regarding finances, if we do not have
money, we cannot spend money we
do not have. We need to have a very
realistic budget. I think conservatism
allows people to use the following
rationale: not to be in debt, and not to
make false promises. Yes, it is about
individual freedoms but not only that.
Everything must have a structure in
society that allows everyone to be the
best person he or she can be but in a
very realistic way.
We cannot just
spend money indefinitely and
realistically speaking, we must first find
ways to make revenue. One way to do
it is to exploit our natural resources
intelligently with the help of scientists,
geologists, and so forth. It is an
unpopular opinion, but we prefer
pragmatism to controversy.
5) Question: How do you plan
to involve the residents of the riding in
the decision-making process in the
formation of government policies?
S.A.
Indeed, my mission
will be to carefully listen to the citizens
of Mount-Royal and Outremont without
any exterior disruption. If elected, I will
make sure to be close to my
constituents. I understand that there is
a loss of trust from the public towards
politicians, and quite frankly I am one
of these dissatisfied citizens; therefore,
I understand that I have a lot to do in
order to gain their trust. I am a good

listener, and I truly believe in the power
of silence. Sometimes you only have
to sit down, and let people confronted
with harsh realities of life describe
what they are facing on a daily basis.
Zoom town halls is one
potential solution, but this is not
enough. I want to introduce a new
mechanism that will allow the citizens
of my district to directly communicate
with my office. I want citizens to feel
free to ask questions, and my team
and I will read them carefuly. We will
create an exhaustive Q & A section on
a website dedicated to my political
activities.
In person meetings will also
be available. My goal is to spend at
least two months throughout the year
in my district office, and receive
citizens for consultations. Again, these
are ideas I want to work on because I
still need to figure out the logistics.
These are certainly not empty
promises, but rather plans that I want
to implement realistically during the
first year of my term.
6) Question: As we are trying
to recover from the disruptions caused
by the pandemic, what do you think is
the most important step to take in
solving problems in education,
healthcare, and manpower shortages?
S.A.
The most important
step is to put the government on a diet.
I see the government as a morbidly
obese individual who is in an urgent
need of medical assistance. The
government's bureaucracy has been
growing exponentially since the CAQ
government has been in place. The
taxpayers' money is clearly being
thrown out of the window to make sure
the
never-ending
government
intervention lasts forever. The money
spent by the current government has
not been serving what we call the
common good. My solution to that, all
things being equal, is to reduce taxes,
and thus give citizens the opportunity
to earn more and also work more.
The Conservative Party of
Quebec's approach is a pragmatic
one. Our Leader, Éric Duhaime, has
stated on multiple occasions that he
will remove the tax on oil to allow
Quebecers to breathe financially given
the fact we are in a recession. Prices
are
skyrocketing,
people
are
struggling to make ends meet, and
worse, people are more and more
worried that they will not be eating
three meals a day. Our solution: cut
taxes, and spend taxpayers' money on
what truly counts: the health care
system, and education.
Regarding the health care
system, I want to be an advocate for
the strategic partnership we want to
implement; that is, allowing the public
and private sectors to collaborate in a
free market economy without making
citizens pay a dime out of their
pockets. This idea seems to be
controversial amongst the political
establishment
because
career
politicians are clearly afraid that the
population will stop being dependent
on their bureaucracy thus concluding
that a smaller government is better
than a big government being run by

incompetent politicians.
Education wise, I think we
should make sure to quality control the
work of the teachers, and thus allow
our children to have access to the best
educational system possible.
As for the manpower shortage,
I only see one thing: encourage people
to work more to earn more and the
solution here is to cut taxes, and make
people more prosperous. I will also
reiterate that the Conservative Party of
Quebec is totally against Bill 96 which
will clearly hinder business in the
province. We should allow people to
speak the language of their choice as
they see fit in the workplace. The CAQ
along with the fake opposition has truly
put a lot of people at risk of losing their
livelihoods through the prism of
linguistic division.
One last thing, I think we
should never allow a government to
have full powers like during the past
two years. No one can ever declare
whether a business is essential or not.
All businesses are essential and it is up
to rational individuals to assess the risk
and choose to go out and shop or not.
We can't allow the destruction of our
economy anymore.
7) Question: If you could
only do three things to improve the
lives of the people in this riding, what
would they be?
S.A.
First, we need to stop
the inflation which is not only affecting
this riding. Quebecers all over the
province
are
being
financially
challenged. Our economy is bleeding,
and the catastrophic government’s
response to the Covid crisis did not
help the economy, but rather
weakened it. Closing businesses, and
sending checks to the people who
were forced to stop working created
such a mess that now we see the
repercussions
of
government’s
intervention and inefficiency. How can
we push people to work, to find a job,
and keep the job as well as create
jobs? Well, the answer is simple: never
trade the economic welfare of our
society for a false sense of security. As
I mentioned previously, it is up to free
individuals to assess the risks and go
about their business. Moreover, we
know that the biggest losers were the
small businesses. They were forced to
close, and they are left with the dire
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consequences of very questionable
policies. Meanwhile, big companies
were never worried to lose business.
On the contrary, they gained business.
This is what we call pure inequity. In my
riding, there are many small business
owners, and I want to send a clear
message, I will fight for their right to
leave their doors open if they so wish.
Another problem business owners will
have to face is Bill 96. Mount-RoyalOutremont is a diverse district. People
from all walks of life coexist. The simple
fact the CAQ and the so-called
opposition passed this bill proves that
the establishment is looking for chaos.
I am a great believer in the ‘’do
whatever works’’ approach when it
comes to business. I am pro innovation
and having language restrictions is just
unfathomable. We are recovering from
a major crisis, and now not only that
small business owners have to deal
with the day-to-day struggles, but they
also must speak French, and translate
all their paperwork in French if they
want to avoid paying ridiculous fines.
This is truly unacceptable. The
Conservative Party of Quebec
unequivocally opposed this bill. This
bill will destroy businesses if we do not
repeal it.
Finally, I want to discuss the
housing problem. I know people no
longer have the financial means to
afford decent, clean, apartments in
some parts of my riding. Our solution
at the Conservative Party is simple: we
want to let the construction industry do
its business and create housing
opportunities so that the people can
have affordable and decent homes. A
conservative government means that
we want to encourage construction,
but we also want to protect the most
vulnerable by carefully investing public
money in housing projects. We also
want to protect tenants against abusive
rent increases. #
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Communities agree to cooperate to fight Bill 96

Communique: August 2, 2022
Source: Marvin Rotrand, B’nai Brith
Canada
Several prominent Filipino
leaders spoke at a ZOOM meeting
hosted by B'nai Brith on August 1 to
discuss a community response to Bill
96, a law that threatens access to
English language services in Quebec for
many who are currently eligible.
The 200 attendees were
greeted by former City Councillor Marvin
Rotrand who now serves as the
National Director for the League for
Human Rights of B'nai Brith Canada.
Rotrand indicated that for the first time in
Canadian history the notwithstanding
clause has been used by a provincial
legislature to override every basic
freedom guaranteed by the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
He explained that the novelty of Bill 96 is
that rather than applying the clause to
specific sections of the bill, the
Government of Quebec has applied the
clause to the entire bill, making every
aspect of the law supposedly shielded
from legal challenges based on both the
Canadian and Quebec Charters.
Rotrand says this unbridled muzzling of
basic freedoms is a threat to democracy.
Prominent constitutional lawyers Julius
Grey and Pearl Eliadis described the bill
as heavy handed and overreaching.
“Bill 96 is “the most gratuitous
use of power I've ever seen”, Grey said
explaining that he will be among a group
of lawyers who will challenge Bill 96 in
courts in Canada and address
international tribunals such as the United
Nations Human Rights Committee,
Pearl Eliadis who teaches law at McGill
University said that Bill 96 goes far
beyond what is necessary or
appropriate to protect the French
language. She termed the law a
sustained assault on equality rights,
fundamental freedoms, and human

Marvin Rotrand

rights that has been ongoing in Quebec
for over a decade linking it to Bill 21
which bars religious minorities from
many public service jobs.
Joe Ortona, Chair of the English
Montreal School Board indicated the
Board
had
already
sued
the
Government of Quebec over Bill 96
indicating
that
Canada’s
1867
constitution includes protection for
minority language education that cannot
be voided by the notwithstanding
clause.
Ortona explained how the
Legault government was endeavouring
through various clauses of Bill 96 to take
control of management of the English
Montreal School Board by unilaterally
changing the Canadian constitution.
“The Government tried to
abolish elected English school boards
through Bill 40 but we have won in court
although Quebec is appealing”, said
Ortona. “The Government is trying to do
the same through Bill 96 trying to make
our court victory redundant. We will fight
for minority rights all the way to the
Supreme Court”, he concluded.
Much of the call heard from
leaders of the Jewish, Black, South
Asian and Filipino communities all of
whom said the law does little to attract

Julius Grey

people to French but simply cuts access
to English services for an existing
English-speaking
population.
All
speakers agreed that the law was too
restrictive as to who should be
considered an anglophone.
Luzviminda Mazzone, President
of the Federation of Filipino Canadian
Associations of Quebec told the meeting
that it is hard to meet a Filipino anywhere
who does not speak English but also as
difficult not find to find a young Filipino in
Quebec who does not speak French.
Mazzone stated that Filipinos see
knowledge of languages as an
advantage explaining why young
Filipinos in Quebec who are obliged by
Bill 101 to register for school in French
almost always become quite fluent in the
language.
"We categorically reject the
slanders of persons in the Government
of Quebec that immigrants do not
integrate. The facts are the opposite.
Young Filipinos speak French, English
and generally at least one if not more of
our national languages." she stated.
Also addressing the evening
was Ramon Vicente, President of
Filipino Family Services who told
the audience that his organization has
no problem with encouraging people to

learn and to speak French. However, he
agreed that Bill 96 is punitive and does
not foster French.
"The bill disenfranchises those
that did not go high school in Canada
and thus do not qualify for English
language services here in Quebec. Bill
96 cuts the number of people who can
be served in English in half. That will be
the case for most Filipinos who came
here as immigrants", said Vicente.
Their views were shared by Bashir
Hussain, President of the Council of
South Asian Communities and Gemma
Raeburn, President of the Playmas
Caribbean Cultural Association both of
whom said their members, particularly
seniors
were
impacted.
Both
organizations represent people who
have English as a mother tongue or as a
common language within their country.
However, since few of their members
were educated in Canada, access to
English language health care and other
services is lost.
Several themes were recurrent
through the evening. Speakers worried
that onerous and expensive francization
requirements now to apply to small
businesses with 25 or more employees,
would drive many out of the province.
Speakers also worried about the broad
powers of search and seizure that in
speakers of the Quebec Language
Office have including the right to enter a
premises without a warrant. Several
persons stated that such powers are
usually associated with authoritarian
states and are a threat to Canadian
democracy.
B'nai Brith was given two
mandates by participants being seeking
clarifications from the Government as to
its willingness to scale back provisions
of Bill 96 and to prepare a possible suit
on grounds different than that used by
the English Montreal School Board.#

Quebec Conservatives release 2022 party platform

In a report from Canadian
Press by Jocelyn Richer, PCQ leader
Eric Duhaime presented the party’s
platform, focused on tax cuts,
healthcare but leaves several issues
out.
"We chose to make a platform
based on the five themes we intend to
hammer
during
the
election
campaign," explained party leader Eric
Duhaime in a press scrum. He said the
other issues are addressed under the
"programme" tab on the party's
website.
The PCQ's platform contains
about sixty pages focusing on a few
issues: health, the economy, childcare,
tax cuts, transportation and the
environment.
Some
of
the
commitments were already known to
the public.
A fierce defender of individual
freedoms, Éric Duhaime wants first
and foremost to "give back more
freedom" to Quebec citizens, under the
slogan "Libres chez nous" and his
platform entitled "Liberté 22."
The platform was presented to a
hundred candidates in a community

Quebec Conservative Party leader Eric Duhaime speaks during the
unveiling of his election campaign platform in Drummondville, Que.,
Sunday, August 14, 2022. Quebecers will go to the polls on October 3rd.
THE CANADIAN PRESS/Graham Hughes

center who received pre-election
training on Saturday.
On the issue of climate
change, the party remained vague. It
said it wants to focus on "realistic"
ambitions and has not set any targets
for reducing greenhouse gases.
Duhaime justified this decision
by explaining that governments have

"continually" missed these targets in
the past.
He also reaffirmed his
opposition to Bill 96 on the French
language,
calling
himself
a
"nationalist." But there is "no question
of us touching fundamental freedoms,"
he said.
On the issue of transportation,
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the party focused its commitments on
Quebec City only, without mention of
Montreal and the rest of Quebec.
It reaffirmed its opposition to
the tramway project, promising free
bus transportation in the capital. The
Conservatives are in favour of the
construction of a third link, but against
the government's plan for a QuebecLévis tunnel. The PCQ would rather
see a bridge in the east, near Île
d'Orléans.
In the realm of health, the word
to remember is: competition. The
contribution of the private sector would
be central. The party would change the
way hospitals are financed: some
would be managed directly by private
companies, and doctors would be
encouraged to engage in mixed
practice.
Private
supplementary
insurance would be available for health
care services already covered by
Medicare. The party also intends to
train more physicians.
For child care services, the
party is advocating a gradual
withdrawal from the financing of the

See Page 13
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National Ethnic Press &
Media Council of Canada
participates in the CNE
Members of the National
Ethnic Press and Media Council of
Canada are invited to visit the biggest
annual fair known as the Canadian
National Exhibition (CNE). There will
be an official opening ceremony to be
held on Saturday, August 20, 2022 at
12 noon. Political leaders and other
important officials are expected to be
present. Mr. Thomas Saras, president
of the Council, requests the
cooperation of members to be present
when they reserve tickets as he will
make sure that enough food and
drinks are prepared for them.
All members are requested to
send at least 25 copies of their
publications that will be displayed in
the pavillion of the NEPMCC. This is a
good opportunity for promoting the
ethnic press to the exhibition’s visitors
expected to be over a million.
The
Canadian
National
Exhibition, also known as The
Exhibition or The Ex, is an annual event
that takes place at Exhibition Place in

Thomas Saras, President
National Ethnic Press & Media Council
of Canada

Toronto, Ontario, Canada, After 2 years
of being closed, the exhibition
resumes from August 19 to September
5, 2022.
Address: 210 Princes' Blvd, Toronto,
ON M6K 3C3Phone: (416) 263-3330
Tickets available from their website.#

A view of the Canadian National Exhibition

Family entertainment

Located in the Old Port, the
Montréal Science Centre and its
IMAX®TELUS theatre reopen to the
public on September 23. The kidfriendly permanent exhibitions are all
open, and the IMAX cinema is
screening two films: Great Bear
Rainforest 3D and Superpower Dogs
3D.
Children of all ages can
discover new worlds at Montréal Space
for Life, the largest natural-sciences
www.filipinostar.org

museum complex in Canada which
comprises the Botanical Garden,
Planetarium, the Biosphere and famed
Biodôme (the Insectarium is currently
closed for major renovations).
Purchasing fixed-time tickets online is
highly recommended.
The COVID-19 passport is
required for visitors aged 13 and up at
Montréal Space for Life and at the
Montréal Science Centre, and face
masks are mandatory.#

